
Minutes of the Meeting of the Pirton Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group (SG)

held on 22 November 2017 in the Pirton Village Hall.

Members in attendance: Diane Burleigh (Chair,) Jonty Wild (Deputy Chair),

Gil Burleigh, Lorna Sexton, Ann Webb, Tom Gammell,

Public Participation; No members of the public attended

1. Apologies for Absence

Nick Parkin

2. Declarations of Interest

No declarations were made.

3. Minutes of the Meeting Held on the 18 September 2017

On a proposal from JG seconded by LS the minutes were approved.

4. Matters Arising and Actions Taken (if not on the agenda)

There were no matters arising that were not on the agenda.

5. Update on Examiner/Examination

DB reported on progress on the Examination. The Examiner had raised a

number of questions which the PNPSG had helped the NHDC to answer.

There was one outstanding point for the NHDC to cover. The meeting

considered the point, and it was agreed that DB should write to Clare Skeels

with points to assist the NHDC, and to seek a meeting when the Local Plan

Inspection allowed.

6. Comments to HCC re Wrights Farm

GB had been in contact with HCC after all tenants had left Wrights Farm.

HCC had responded to say they were considering arrange of options and

invited the PNPSG to submit comments. DB will write, basing comments on

the draft NP. Comments would include the land being outside of the

development boundary proposed in the draft NP; and bringing to the HCC’s

attention the policy on encouraging rural businesses.

7. Other Planning Issues including ETF2, and Upper and Lower Priors Hill

DB confirmed that the PNPSG response on ETF2 had been submitted in time.

DB, AW and GB gave feedback on their meetings with JPP Land re Upper Priors

Hill, and noted the public consultation event on the 27 November. DB confirmed

that the representatives had said they had read the NP. It was noted that the plot

is within the proposed development boundary; it would be a matter of seeing how

close any proposals come to meeting the policies in the NP. There was no further

information about Lower Priors Hill, although it was noted that the land is outside



of the proposed boundary, and sandwiched between two scheduled

monuments and listed buildings, as well as in the shadow of the AONB, all

important issues in the NP.

JW raised the issue of the Construction Management Plans for ETF1. There was

some concern that not all of the safeguards appear in the second of the

applications, and so is inadequate. DB to write a response querying this. .

8. Progress on Local Plan

GB and AW gave feedback on comments put on various Facebook pages. It was

noted that the Inspector had raised a question about Pirton’s absence from the

list of housing applications. Although assuming that NHDC had answered the

point, it was agreed that TG’s work on preparing a list of all successful and

pending planning applications in Pirton since 2011 should be sent to the

Inspector.

9. Forward Planning

It was agreed that the PNPSG should continue to closely monitor the progress of

both NP and Local Plan Examinations.

10. Finance Report (including general matters and grants)

TG reported that £9. 07p remains in the account.

11. Date and time of next meeting:

As necessary during the Examination

12. AOB

i. JW had received a request for someone to address Ickleford’s new NP steering

group. JW will reply and confirm our willingness to assist .

ii. DB agreed to put a short piece together for the NP Website and Facebook

pages, to include a reference to Upper Priors Hill being within the NP

development boundary.




